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iRadioiRadio
Make sure Motorola RCKT dip-switch is set correctly for the car 
radio： switch 2 “on” all others “off” for Car Stereo。

Figure 1

Motorola
RCKT
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Power up unit with Vbatt (Pin10 of JS1 ) = 14V。

Measure current on Vbatt（Pin10 of JS1）line（this is standby 
current）。

Connect ACC (Pin11 of JS1)  pin to 14V。 ACC (Pin11 of JS1) 
pin on Motorola RCKT and ACC pin on stereo should be 
connected together。

Plug Bluetooth Dongle on testing PC。
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To search Bluetooth Device，and double click
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iRadioiRadio
Double click 
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Software require to key in PIN code（default：4444 or 0000）
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iRadioiRadio
Key in 4444 or 0000
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PC shows High Quality audio Stereo connection built，Press 
“OK”
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Press SRC [Button (10)] to turn the Car stereo ON。

Press SRC [Button (10)] to select source，Press SRC repeatedly 
to switch between the following source。

CD TUNER XM Tuner

If the Motorola RCKT is functioning properly，the radio will 
allow the user to go into XM mode。
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Verify Motorola RCKT is communicating with car stereo by 
observing display on stereo：

When mobile phone in pairing, power on the car stereo，the Car 
stereo LCD shows “Search”

Motorola RCKT BT link connected，and the car stereo LCD 
shows “Ready”。

Motorola RCKT BT link disconnect，and the car stereo LCD 
shows “no phone”。
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Button 1～6 on location（9）of Car stereo 

There are two test condition，one is Motorola RCKT connecting 
with BT Dongle,the other is connecting with Mobil Phone

（a）In case of connecting with BT Dongle：

we can only play and pause music by using either button #1 or #2
of Car Stereo radio（button #number from left to right）

（b）In case of connecting with Mobil Phone

we can play and pause music by using button #1 and #2 of Car 
Stereo radio
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Play either stereo audio or a test tone in both channels。

iRadioiRadio

Motorola RCKT Manufacturing Test Architecture (PIE)
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Dial－up phone to Mobil Phone，pick up a incoming call on 
Mobil Phone，talk to each other。

Make a outgoing call on Mobil Phone，talk to each other。

Auto Connect／Disconnect－Changing in and out of XM mode 
should force a connection and disconnection between the 
Motorola RCKT and the phone。

iRadioiRadio
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FCC Caution
1. The device complies with Part 15 of the FCC rules. Operation is subject to

the following two conditions:
(1)This device may not cause harmful interference.
(2)This device must accept any interference received, including interference 

   that may cause undesired operation.

2.   FCC RF Radiation Exposure Statement: The equipment complies with
     FCC RF radiation exposure limits set forth for an uncontrolled environment.

      This equipment should be installed and operated with a minimum distance  

    of 20 centimeters between the radiator and your body.

3.   This Transmitter must not be co-located or operating in conjunction with
     any other antenna or transmitter.

4. Changes or modifications to this unit not expressly approved by the party
     responsible for compliance could void the user authority to operate the
     equipment.
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